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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERThe oldest cultures in the world have mastered the art of

raising happy, well-adjusted children. What can we learn from them?“Hunt, Gather, Parent is

full of smart ideas that I immediately wanted to force on my own kids.” —Pamela Druckerman,

The New York Times Book ReviewWhen Dr. Michaeleen Doucleff becomes a mother, she

examines the studies behind modern parenting guidance and finds the evidence frustratingly

limited and often ineffective. Curious to learn about more effective parenting approaches, she

visits a Maya village in the Yucatán Peninsula. There she encounters moms and dads who

parent in a totally different way than we do—and raise extraordinarily kind, generous, and

helpful children without yelling, nagging, or issuing timeouts. What else, Doucleff wonders, are

Western parents missing out on?In Hunt, Gather, Parent, Doucleff sets out with her three-year-

old daughter in tow to learn and practice parenting strategies from families in three of the

world’s most venerable communities: Maya families in Mexico, Inuit families above the Arctic

Circle, and Hadzabe families in Tanzania. She sees that these cultures don’t have the same

problems with children that Western parents do. Most strikingly, parents build a relationship

with young children that is vastly different from the one many Western parents develop—it’s

built on cooperation instead of control, trust instead of fear, and personalized needs instead of

standardized development milestones.Maya parents are masters at raising cooperative

children. Without resorting to bribes, threats, or chore charts, Maya parents rear loyal helpers

by including kids in household tasks from the time they can walk. Inuit parents have developed

a remarkably effective approach for teaching children emotional intelligence. When kids cry, hit,

or act out, Inuit parents respond with a calm, gentle demeanor that teaches children how to

settle themselves down and think before acting. Hadzabe parents are experts on raising

confident, self-driven kids with a simple tool that protects children from stress and anxiety, so

common now among American kids.Not only does Doucleff live with families and observe their

methods firsthand, she also applies them with her own daughter, with striking results. She

learns to discipline without yelling. She talks to psychologists, neuroscientists, anthropologists,

and sociologists and explains how these strategies can impact children’s mental health and

development. Filled with practical takeaways that parents can implement immediately, Hunt,

Gather, Parent helps us rethink the ways we relate to our children, and reveals a universal

parenting paradigm adapted for American families.
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book shepherd a writer could haveTo RosyPROLOGUEI remember the moment I hit rock

bottom as a mom.It was five o’clock on a chilly December morning. I lay in bed, wearing the

same sweater I had worn the previous day. My hair hadn’t been washed in days.Outside, the

sky was still dark blue; streetlights still glowed yellow. Inside, our house was eerily quiet. All I

could hear was our German shepherd, Mango, breathing on the floor below our bed. Everyone

was asleep, except me. I was wide awake.I was preparing for battle. I was going over in my

head how to handle my next encounter with the enemy. What will I do when she strikes me

again? When she hits? Kicks? Or bites?It sounds horrible to call my daughter “the enemy.”

Goodness knows, I love her to death. And in many ways, she’s a wonderful little person. She’s

whip smart, wildly courageous, and has the strength of an ox, both physically and mentally.

When Rosy falls down at the playground, she gets right back up. No fuss, no muss.And did I

mention her smell? Oh, I love the way she smells, especially right on the top of her head. When

I’m on a reporting trip for NPR, that’s what I miss the most: her smell, like a mixture of honey,

lilies, and wet soil.That sweet fragrance is beguiling. It’s misleading, too. There’s a fire in Rosy’s

belly. A red-hot fire. The fire drives her, makes her march through the world with ferocious

purpose. As one friend put it: she’s a destroyer of worlds.When Rosy was an infant, she cried a

lot. Hours and hours each evening. “If she isn’t eating or sleeping, she’s crying,” my husband

told the pediatrician, in a panic. The doctor shrugged. She had clearly heard this all before.

“Well, she is a baby,” the doctor replied.Now Rosy was three years old, and all the crying had

morphed into tantrums and a torrent of parental abuse. When she had a meltdown and I picked

her up, she had the habit of slapping me across the face. Some mornings, I left the house with

a red handprint across my cheek. Man, it hurt.That quiet December morning, as I lay in bed, I

allowed myself to acknowledge a painful truth. A wall was rising between Rosy and me. I had

started dreading our time together because I was afraid of what would happen—afraid I would

lose my temper (again); that I would make Rosy cry (again); that I would only make her

behavior worse (again). And as a result, I feared that Rosy and I were becoming enemies.I

grew up in an angry home. Screaming, slamming doors—even throwing shoes—were all basic

means of communication for my parents, my three siblings, and me. And so with Rosy’s

tantrums, at first, I reacted as my parents had treated me, with a mixture of anger, sternness,

and sometimes loud, scary words. This response only backfired: Rosy would arch her back,

screech like a hawk, and fall onto the ground. Besides, I wanted to do better than my parents. I

wanted Rosy to grow up in a peaceful environment, and to teach her more productive ways of

communicating than throwing a Doc Marten at someone’s head.So I consulted Dr. Google and

decided that “authoritative” was the “optimal parenting approach” that would help curb Rosy’s

tantrums. From what I could tell, authoritative meant being both “firm and kind.” And so I tried

my best at doing just that. But I never got it right because, time and time again, the

authoritative approach failed me. Rosy could tell I was still angry, and so we’d get trapped in

the same cycle. My anger would make her behavior worse. I would become angrier. And

eventually, her tantrums turned nuclear. She’d bite, flail her arms, and start running around the

house upturning furniture.Even the simplest of tasks—such as getting ready for preschool in



the mornings—had turned into battles royale. “Can you please just put your shoes on?” I would

beg for the fifth time. “No!” she would scream, and then proceed to take off her dress and her

underwear.One morning I had felt so bad, I knelt down below the kitchen sink and screamed

silently into the cabinets. Why is it all such a struggle? Why won’t she listen? What am I doing

wrong?If I were honest, I had no clue how to handle Rosy. I didn’t know how to stop her

tantrums, let alone begin the process of teaching her how to be a good person—a person who

is kind, helpful, and concerned about other people.Truth is, I didn’t know how to be a good

mother. Never before had I been so bad at something that I wanted to be good at. Never before

had the gap between my actual skill and the skill level I desired been so crushingly wide.And

so there I was lying in bed, in the wee hours of the morning, dreading the moment when my

daughter—the beloved child I had spent many years longing to have—woke up. Searching in

my mind for a way to connect with a small person who seemed, many days, like a raging

maniac. Searching for a way out of this mess I’d made.I felt lost. I felt tired. And I felt hopeless.

When I looked ahead, all I could see was more of the same: Rosy and I would remain locked in

constant battle, with her growing only taller and stronger as time went on.But that wasn’t what

happened, and this book is about how that unexpected and transformative shift in our lives

happened. It began with a trip to Mexico, where an eye-opening experience led to other trips, in

different corners of the world—each time with Rosy as my travel companion. Along the way, I

met a handful of extraordinary moms and dads who generously taught me an unbelievable

amount about parenting. These women and men showed me not only how to tame Rosy’s

tantrums, but also a way to communicate with her that doesn’t involve yelling, nagging, or

punishing—a way that builds up a child’s confidence instead of building tension and conflict

with a parent. And perhaps, most important, I learned how to teach Rosy to be kind and

generous to me, her family, and her friends. And a part of why this was all possible is because

these moms and dads showed me how to be kind and loving to my child in a whole new

way.As Inuit mother Elizabeth Tegumiar told me, on our last day in the Arctic, “I think you know

better how to handle her now.” Indeed, I do.Parenting is exquisitely personal. The details vary

not only from culture to culture, but also from community to community, even from family to

family. And yet, if you travel around the world today, you can see a common thread that weaves

across the vast majority of cultures. From the Arctic tundra and the Yucatán rainforest to the

Tanzanian savanna and the Filipino mountainside, you see a common way of relating to

children. This is especially true among cultures that raise remarkably kind and helpful children

—children who wake up in the morning and immediately start doing the dishes. Children who

want to share candy with their siblings.This universal approach to parenting has four core

elements. You can spot these elements in pockets of Europe today, and not that long ago, they

were widespread across the U.S. The first goal of this book is to understand the ins and outs of

these elements and learn how to bring them into your home, to make your life easier.Given its

pervasiveness around the globe and among hunter-gatherer communities, this universal style

of parenting is likely tens of thousands, even a hundred thousand, years old. Biologists can

make a convincing argument that the parent-child relationship evolved to work this way. And

when you see this parenting style in action—whether you’re making tortillas in a Maya village

or fishing for char in the Arctic Ocean—you experience this overwhelming sense of “Oh, so

that’s how this parenting thing is supposed to go.” Child and parent fit together like a tongue-in-

groove joint—or even better, like a Nejire kumi tsugi Japanese wood joint. It’s beautiful.I’ll never

forget the first time I witnessed this parenting style. I felt my whole sense of gravity shift.At the

time, I’d been a reporter at NPR for six years. Before that, I had spent seven years as a

Berkeley-trained chemist. So as a reporter, I focused on stories about medical sciences—



infectious diseases, vaccines, and children’s health. Most of the time, I wrote stories from my

desk in San Francisco. But every now and then, NPR would send me to a distant corner of the

world to report on an exotic disease. I went to Liberia during the peak of the Ebola outbreak,

dug through Arctic permafrost in search of thawing flu viruses, and stood in a bat cave in

Borneo while a virus hunter warned me about a future pandemic of coronavirus (that was in

the fall of 2017).After Rosy came into our lives, these trips took on a new meaning. I began to

watch the moms and dads around the world, neither as a reporter nor a scientist, but rather as

an exhausted parent, desperately searching for a tiny morsel of parenting wisdom. There just

has to be a better way than what I’m doing, I thought. There just has to be.Then, during a trip

to the Yucatán, I saw it: the universal way of parenting, up close and personal. The experience

rocked me to my core. I returned home from the trip and began to shift the entire focus of my

career. Instead of studying viruses and biochemistry, I wanted to learn as much as possible

about this way of relating to little humans—this tantalizingly gentle and kindhearted way to

raise helpful and self-sufficient children.If you are holding this book, first of all, thank you.

Thank you for your attention and time. I know how precious those are for parents. With the

support of a fantastic team, I have worked hard to make this book worth it for you and your

family.Second, chances are you’ve felt a bit like me and my husband—desperate for better

advice and tools. Maybe you’ve read several books already and, like a scientist, experimented

with several methods on your kids. Maybe you got excited at first because the experiment

looked promising, only to feel even more wrung out after a few days when, alas, the experiment

failed. I lived through that frustrating cycling for the first 2.5 years of Rosy’s life. Experiments

failed, again and again.One big goal of this book is to help you stop this frustrating cycle. By

learning the universal parenting approach, you’ll get a view into how children have been raised

for tens of thousands of years, how they are hardwired to be raised. You’ll start to understand

why misbehavior occurs, and you’ll become empowered to stop it at its root cause. You’ll learn

a way to relate to children that has been tested for millennia by moms and dads across six

continents—a way that is currently missing from other parenting books.Parenting advice today

has one major problem. The vast majority of it comes solely from the Euro-American

perspective. Sure, Amy Chua’s Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother gave us a riveting look at a

Chinese approach to raising successful children, but by and large, contemporary ideas about

parenting are based almost exclusively on the Western paradigm. So American moms and

dads are stuck looking at the parenting landscape through a tiny keyhole. This narrow view not

only blocks much of the most captivating (and useful) landscape, it also has had far-reaching

implications: it’s one of the reasons why raising kids is so stressful today—and why children

and teens in the U.S. have grown lonelier, more anxious, and more depressed in the past few

decades.Today about a third of all teenagers have had symptoms that meet the criteria for an

anxiety disorder, Harvard researchers report. More than 60 percent of college undergraduates

report feeling “overwhelming” anxiety, and Generation Z, which includes adults born between

the mid-1990s and the early 2000s, is the loneliest generation in decades. And yet, the

predominant parenting style in the U.S. is moving in a direction that exacerbates these

problems instead of curbing them. “Parents have gone into a control mode,” psychotherapist B.

Janet Hibbs said in 2019. “They used to promote autonomy.… But now they’re exerting more

and more control, which makes their kids more anxious and also less prepared for the

unpredictable.”If the “normal” state of teenagers in our culture is anxious and lonely, perhaps

it’s time for parents to reexamine what “normal” parenting is. If we really want to understand our

precious bundles of joy—to really connect with our children—maybe we need to jump out of

our cultural comfort zone and talk to parents we rarely hear from.Maybe it’s time to open up our



narrow viewpoint and see just how beautiful—and powerful—parenting can be.That’s another

goal of this book—to start to fill in the gap of our parenting knowledge. And to do that, we’re

going to focus on cultures that have an enormous amount of useful knowledge: hunter-

gatherers and other indigenous cultures with similar values. These cultures have honed their

parenting strategies for thousands of years. Grandmas and grandpas have passed down

knowledge from one generation to the next, equipping new moms and dads with a huge chest

of diverse and potent tools. So parents know how to get children to do chores without asking,

how to get siblings to cooperate (and not fight), and how to discipline without yelling, scolding,

or using time-outs. They are master motivators and experts at building children’s executive

functions, including skills such as resilience, patience, and anger control.Most striking, in many

hunter-gatherer cultures, parents build a relationship with young children that is markedly

different than the one we foster here in the U.S.—it’s one that’s built on cooperation instead of

conflict, trust instead of fear, and personalized needs instead of standardized development

milestones.So while I raise Rosy with essentially a single tool—a really loud hammer—many

parents around the world wield a whole suite of precision instruments, such as screwdrivers,

pulleys, and levels, that they can bring out as needed. In this book, we’ll learn as much as

possible about these super tools, including how to use them in your own home.And to do that,

I’m going to go straight to the source of the information—to the moms and dads themselves.

We’ll visit three cultures—Maya, Hadzabe, and Inuit—which excel in aspects of parenting with

which Western culture struggles. Maya moms are masters at raising helpful children. They

have developed a sophisticated form of collaboration that teaches siblings not only how to get

along, but also how to work together. Hadzabe parents are world experts on raising confident,

self-driven kids; the childhood anxiety and depression we see here in the U.S. is unheard of in

Hadzabe communities. And Inuit have developed a remarkably effective approach for teaching

children emotional intelligence, especially when it comes to anger control and respect for

others.The book devotes one section to each culture. In each section, we’ll spend time meeting

several families and getting to know a bit about their daily routines. We’ll see how parents get

kids ready for school in the morning, how they put them to bed at night, and how they motivate

kids to share, treat their siblings with kindness, and take on new responsibilities at their own

personalized pace.On top of that, we’re going to give these supermoms and superdads a

challenge, a parenting puzzle they could solve right before my very eyes. We’re going to give

them Rosy.Yes, you read that correctly. To write this book, I embarked on an epic—and, some

may say, insane—journey. With my toddler in tow, I traveled to three revered communities

around the world, lived with families there, and learned all I could about the nooks and

crannies of their parenting. Rosy and I slept in a hammock under a full Maya moon; helped an

Inuit grandpa hunt narwhal in the Arctic Ocean; and learned how to dig for tubers with Hadzabe

moms in Tanzania.Along the way, I check in with anthropologists and evolutionary biologists to

understand how the parenting strategies being shown aren’t just specific to these families and

these cultures, but are widespread across the world today—and throughout human history. I’ll

talk with psychologists and neuroscientists to learn how the tools and tips can impact children’s

mental health and development.Throughout each section, you’ll find practical guides for trying

the advice with your own kids. We’ll give you tips for “dipping your toes” into the approach to

see if it resonates with your children, as well as a more expansive guide to begin integrating

the strategies into your daily life. These practical sections delve into and are taken from my

own personal experience, as well as my friends’ experiences, raising young kids in San

Francisco.As we move outside the U.S., we’ll start to see the Western approach to parenting

with fresh eyes. We’ll see how our culture often has things backward when it comes to kids: We



interfere too much. We don’t have enough confidence in our children. We don’t trust their innate

ability to know what they need to grow. And in many instances, we don’t speak their

language.In particular, our culture focuses almost entirely on one aspect of the parent-child

relationship. That’s control—how much control the parent exerts over the child, and how much

control the child tries to exert over the parent. The most common parenting “styles” all revolve

around control. Helicopter parents exert maximal control. Free-range parents exert minimal.

Our culture thinks either the adult is in control or the child is in control.There’s a major problem

with this view of parenting: It sets us up for power struggles, with fights, screaming, and tears.

Nobody likes to be controlled. Both children and parents rebel against it. So when we interact

with our children in terms of control—whether it’s a parent controlling the child or vice versa—

we establish an adversarial relationship. Tensions build. Arguments break out. Power struggles

are inevitable. For a little two- or three-year-old, who can’t handle emotions, these tensions

burst out in a physical eruption.This book will introduce you to another dimension of parenting

that has largely fallen by the wayside in the U.S. over the past half century. It’s a way to relate

to children that has nothing to do with control, either in terms of seizing it or in surrendering

it.You may not have even realized how many of your parenting struggles were, at their base,

about control. But when we remove control from the parenting equation (or at least curtail it),

it’s amazing how quickly the struggles and resistance melt away, like watching butter in a hot

pan. Hang in there! Try what’s here and you’ll find that the incredibly frustrating moments of

parenting—the hurled shoes, the grocery store tantrum, the fight at bedtime—happen a lot less

often, and eventually disappear altogether.Finally, a few words about my intentions with this

book.The last thing I want is for any part of this book to make you feel bad about the job you

are doing as a parent. All of us parents already have so many doubts and insecurities—I don’t

want to add to yours. If that ever happens, please email me and let me know right away. My

goal is the exact opposite—to empower and lift you as a parent, while also giving you a whole

new set of tools and advice that is missing from parenting discussions today. I wrote this book

to be the one I wish someone would have given me when I was lying in the dark that cold

December morning, feeling like I’d hit rock bottom as a parent.My other desire is to do right by

the many parents introduced in this book, who opened up their homes and lives to Rosy and

me. These families come from cultures different than my own—and likely different from yours,

too. There are many ways to navigate those differences. In the U.S., we often focus on these

cultures’ struggles and problems. We even scold parents of different cultures when they don’t

follow our culture’s rules. At other times, we swing too far in the opposite direction and

romanticize other cultures, believing they contain some “ancient magic” or live in some

“paradise lost.” Both types of thinking are categorically wrong.There is no question that life can

be hard in these cultures—as it can be in every culture. Communities and families have

suffered and do suffer through tragedies, illnesses, and hard times (sometimes at the hands of

Western culture). Just like you and me, these parents work incredibly hard, often at multiple

jobs. They make mistakes with their children and wind up regretting decisions. Just like you and

me, they are not perfect.At the same time, none of these cultures are ancient relics, frozen in

time. Nothing could be further from the truth. Families in this book are as “contemporary” (for

lack of a better word) as you and me. They have smartphones, check Facebook (often), watch

CSI, and love Frozen and Coco. Kids eat Froot Loops for breakfast and watch movies after

dinner. Adults rush in the mornings to get kids ready for school and share beer with friends on

lazy Saturday evenings.But these cultures do have something that Western culture is missing

right now: deeply rooted parenting traditions and the wealth of knowledge that comes along

with it. And there’s no question that the parents in this book are incredibly skilled at



communicating, motivating, and cooperating with children. Spend just an hour or two with

these families and the evidence will be crystal clear.And so, in this book, my explicit goal is to

focus on these parents’ excellent abilities. During my travels, I wanted to meet other humans,

connect with them as genuinely as possible, and learn from their vast experiences (and then

bring it to you, the reader). As I share these stories, I want to honor and respect the people in

this book (and their communities) as best I can. And I want to give back to them. As such, 35

percent of my advance for this book will go to the families and communities you are about to

meet. To value everyone’s opinions equally throughout the book, I will use first names on

second reference for everyone.Okay. Before we hop on a plane and immerse ourselves in three

of the world’s most venerable cultures, we need to take care of one more item of business. We

need to take a look at ourselves—and learn why we raise children the way we do. We’ll see

that many of the techniques and tools we take for granted—and take great pride in—have quite

surprising and flimsy origins.SECTION 1Weird, Wild WestCHAPTER 1The WEIRDest Parents

in the WorldBack in the spring of 2018, I sat at the Cancún airport, almost in a state of

paralysis. I was staring at the planes as my thoughts raced back to what I had just witnessed.

Could it possibly be true?Could parenting really be that easy?Just a few days earlier, I had

traveled to a small Maya village in the middle of the Yucatán Peninsula. I went to report on a

radio story about children’s attention spans. I had read a study suggesting that Maya children

are better at paying attention than American kids in particular situations, and I wanted to learn

why.But after spending a day in the village, I quickly spotted a bigger story underneath the

thatched roofs. A much bigger story.I spent hours upon hours interviewing moms and

grandmas about how they raise children, and watching their skills in action—how they handle

toddler tantrums, motivate kids to do homework, and coax kids to come inside for dinner.

Basically, the families’ version of the daily grind. I also asked them about the tough parts of

parenting, such as how they make it out the door in the morning or get ready for bed.What I

witnessed blew my mind. Their parenting approach was totally different than anything I had

ever seen. It was different from the methods used by the uber moms back in San Francisco,

different from what I had experienced as a child, and it was 180 degrees away from the way I

was raising Rosy.My own parenting was like a white-knuckled ride on Class 5 rapids, with

drama, screaming, and tears galore (not to mention the endless rounds of negotiating and

bickering on both sides). With the Maya moms, on the other hand, I felt like I was on a wide,

serene river, meandering through a mountain valley, smooth and steady in its flow. Gentle.

Easy. And very little drama. I saw no screaming, no bossing around (in either direction), and

little nagging. Yet their parenting was effective. Oh, so effective! The children were respectful,

kind, and cooperative, not just with their mom and dad but also with their siblings. Heck, half

the time the parents didn’t even need to ask a child to share her bag of chips with a younger

sibling. The child did so voluntarily.But what really stood out was the children’s helpfulness.

Everywhere I went, I saw kids of all ages eagerly helping their parents. A nine-year-old girl

hopped off her bike and ran over to turn on a watering hose for her mom. A four-year-old girl

volunteered to run to the corner market to pick up some tomatoes (with the promise of a piece

of candy, of course).And then, on the final morning of my visit, I witnessed the ultimate act of

helpfulness, and it came from an unlikely source—a preteen girl on spring break.I was sitting in

the family’s kitchen, talking to the girl’s mother, Maria de los Angeles Tun Burgos, as she

cooked black beans over a coal fire. With her long black hair tied in a sleek ponytail, Maria had

on a navy A-line dress, cinched at the waist.“The two older girls are still sleeping,” Maria said

as she sat to rest on a hammock. The previous night the girls had stayed up late to watch a

scary shark movie. “And I found them all in one hammock, at midnight, huddled up together,”



she said, laughing softly and smiling. “So I am permitting them to sleep more.”Maria works

extremely hard. She handles all household chores, makes all the meals—we’re talking fresh

tortillas everyday made from stone-ground corn—and helps with the family’s business. And no

matter what chaos whirled around her during our visit, Maria was always cool as a cucumber.

Even when she admonished her youngest daughter, Alexa, not to touch the charcoal fire, she

spoke in a calm voice, and her face remained relaxed. There was no sense of urgency, anxiety,

or stress. And in return, her children were awesome to her. They respected her requests (for

the most part). They didn’t argue or talk back.We chatted for a few more minutes and then, as I

stood up to leave, Maria’s twelve-year-old daughter, Angela, emerged from her bedroom.

Wearing black capris, a red T-shirt, and gold hoop earrings, she looked just like a preteen in

California. But she did something that I’ve never seen in California. She walked right past me

and her mom and, without saying a word, grabbed a tub of soapy water and started cleaning

the dishes from breakfast. No one had to ask her to start washing. No chore chart hung on the

wall. (In fact, as we’ll learn, chore charts may actually inhibit such voluntary acts.) Instead,

Angela simply noticed the dirty dishes sitting in the sink and got to work, even though she was

on spring break from school.“Oh, wow!” I exclaimed. “Does Angela volunteer help often?”I was

totally surprised, but Maria didn’t seem to be at all. “She doesn’t do it every day, but many

days,” she said. “If she sees there is something to be done, she doesn’t wait. One time I took

her younger sister to the clinic, and when I came back, Angela had cleaned the whole house.”I

walked over to Angela and asked her directly why she started doing the dishes. Her answer

melted my heart.“I like to help my mother,” she said in soft Spanish while scrubbing a yellow

plate.“And when you’re not helping your mother, what do you like to do?” I asked.“I like to help

my younger sister,” she said proudly.I was standing there slack-jawed. What twelve-year-old

gets up in the morning and before doing anything else starts washing the dishes—on her

spring break, nonetheless? I thought. Is she for real?And so several days later, while waiting at

the busy Cancún airport, staring at the planes, I couldn’t stop thinking about Angela—about

her genuine desire to help and her gentle love for her family. How did Maria and the other Maya

moms do it? How do they raise such cooperative, respectful children?These women made

parenting look—dare I say it—easy. And I wanted to learn their secrets. I wanted my

relationship with Rosy to be that calm and relaxed. I wanted to get off the white-knuckle rapids

and onto the wide, meandering river.Then I turned away from the planes and looked at the

American tourists sitting across from me, getting ready to board the plane back to San

Francisco. And it struck me: Maybe I’ve had such trouble with Rosy, not because I’m a bad

mom, but because I just haven’t had someone to teach me how to be a good mom? Has my

culture forgotten the best way to parent?Here’s a quick experiment. Take a look at these two

lines. Which one is shorter? Figure A or Figure B?The answer is obvious, right? Or is it?What if

you were to give the test to a cattle herder in Kenya? Or a hunter-gatherer on a tiny Filipino

island? Who would answer the question correctly? And who would be fooled by the illusion?

Back in the 1880s, a young German psychiatrist, Franz Carl Müller-Lyer, wanted to study how

the human brain perceives the world. Only in his early thirties, he was already a rock star in his

field. At the time, optical illusions were all the rage in psychology. And Franz thought he could

leave his mark on the field. So he started doodling. He drew two lines of equal length—one line

had regular arrowheads pointing out, such as A in the figure opposite, while the other line had

the arrowheads pointing in, such as B. Franz soon realized that even though the lines were

exactly the same length, they looked very different. The shape of the arrows tricks the brain

into thinking B is longer than A.With that doodle, he created what would become the most

famous optical illusion in history.Franz published his illusion in 1889, and immediately scientists



began to try to figure out why our eyes—or our brains—fail us. Why can’t we see the lines as

they are, with equal length? The illusion seemed to reveal something universal about human

perception.Then, more than a century later, a team of researchers turned the field of

psychology upside down and forever changed the way we see the Müller-Lyer illusion—and

understand the human brain.In 2006, Joe Henrich had just moved into his new office at the

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, when he struck up a friendship with another

psychologist down the hall. Little did he know that this friendship would eventually lead to a

fundamental shift in the entire field of psychology—or as Joe puts it, “a real stab at the heart of

psychology.”Joe is a big thinker. He studies what motivates people to cooperate with each other

—or conversely, to start wars with one another—and how those decisions to work together

have helped our species become the most dominant one on earth.Joe is also a rare breed of

psychologist, called “cross-cultural.” He doesn’t just run experiments on Americans or

Europeans; he also travels to distant places, like Fiji or the Ebook Tops, to see how people in

other cultures perform in these same experiments.Down the hall from Joe worked another

cross-cultural psychologist named Steve Heine. He studies what gives people “meaning” in

their lives and how that idea varies around the world. Like Joe, Steve wanted to figure out how

the human brain works—not just how the European American brain works.Given their common

appreciation for other cultures, Joe and Steve began to meet for lunch each month. They’d

head to the university’s food court, grab Chinese takeout, and then discuss their current

research. Again and again, Joe and Steve noticed a pattern: Europeans and Americans tended

to behave differently than other cultures. “We were outliers in experiments,” Joe said. “Steve

and I were stunned. We started to wonder: ‘Could North Americans be the weirdest people in

the world?’ ”At that point, the idea was just a hypothesis that popped up over lunch. But Joe

and Steve were so intrigued that they decided to run a few tests. The pair roped in their

colleague Ara Norenzayan, a psychologist who studies how religions spread and spur

cooperation. Together, the trio began to methodically review dozens of studies in psychology,

cognitive sciences, economics, and sociology.Right off the bat, the team noticed a big problem.

Psychology has a massive bias. The vast majority of studies—about 96 percent—examined

only people from European backgrounds. And yet people of European descent make up only

about 12 percent of the world’s population. “So the whole field of psychology is studying only a

thin slice of humanity,” Joe said.Such a Western bias isn’t a problem if the goal of the research

is to figure out how Western people think and behave. But the bias becomes a major issue if

the goal is to figure out how humans think and behave, especially when the slice of humanity

you’re studying is really, really strange—as Westerners turn out to be. It’s a bit like walking into

a Baskin-Robbins ice cream store, trying only the Pink Bubblegum flavor, ignoring the other

thirty flavors, and then publishing a paper that claims all ice cream includes chunks of chewing

gum.What happens when you sample the other thirty flavors?To figure it out, Joe, Steve, and

Ara analyzed the handful of experiments performed on people outside the U.S. and then

compared them to the ones performed on Westerners. Oftentimes, the results didn’t match up.

Westerners stuck out at one end of the spectrum of behavior, while people from indigenous

cultures tended to clump together, more in the middle.The conclusion from these analyses was

startling: people from Western society, “including young children, are among the least

representative populations one could find for generalizing about humans,” the team wrote in

2010. They even came up with a catchy acronym to describe the phenomenon, naming our

culture WEIRD, for Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic societies.Joe and

his colleagues published a twenty-three-page paper titled “The Weirdest People in the World?”

And in an instant, the ethnocentric view of psychology cracked. It wasn’t so much that the



emperor of psychology had no clothes. It was more that he was dancing around in Western

garb pretending to represent all humanity.WEIRD people are strange in more than a dozen

ways, the study concluded, including the way we cooperate with others, dole out punishments,

view fairness, think of the “self,” value choice, and see three-dimensional space.Take, for

instance, the optical illusion that we just looked at on page 18.In the 1950s and ’60s, scientists

tested out the Müller-Lyer illusion in at least fourteen cultures, including fishermen in Nigeria,

foragers in the Kalahari Desert, and hunter-gatherers in rural Australia. They also tested the

illusion on South Africans of European descent, as well as adults and kids in Evanston,

Illinois.The experiment was simple. The researchers showed people the illusion and asked how

different the two lines appeared to be. What the researchers found was so surprising that some

psychologists found it hard to believe, and they still debate the underlying cause of the

results.The Americans were quite susceptible to the illusion. On average, volunteers in Illinois

thought line B was about 20 percent longer than line A. These findings lined up with previous

studies. Nothing new here.But when the researchers looked at the results from the other

cultures, things got interesting. In some indigenous cultures, such as hunter-gatherers in

southern Africa and farmers in the Ivory Coast, people weren’t duped by the illusion at all. They

saw the two lines as they were actually drawn—as equal in length. In all the other cultures,

people’s susceptibility to the illusion fell between the two extremes—between the duped

Americans and the unfazed Africans. People from fourteen other cultures thought that the two

lines were different in length, but not nearly as different as the Americans believed.The

researchers hypothesized that the illusion tricks Americans most effectively because we live

among “carpentered environments,” or right angles. That is, we’re surrounded by boxes.

Everywhere we look, there they are. We live in boxes (aka houses), sleep on boxes (aka beds),

cook on boxes (aka stoves), commute in boxes (aka trains), and fill our homes with boxes (aka

chests of drawers, desks, sofas, armoires, etc.).Scientists hypothesize that all this exposure to

boxes trains our brains to perceive the Müller-Lyer illusion in a peculiar way: When we see the

two arrows, our brains take a shortcut. We subconsciously turn the two-dimensional lines on

the page into the edges of three-dimensional boxes (or more specifically, drawings of edges).

Why does this subconscious switch make us believe the top line is shorter than the bottom?

Imagine that the two lines are the edges of buildings. The line on the bottom, with the

arrowheads flipped outward, resembles an edge that recedes from our point of view—or one

that’s farther away from us. The line on the top, with the standard arrowheads, resembles an

edge that points toward us—or one that’s closer to us. Hence, the brain stretches out the line

on the bottom because it’s thought to be farther away from us than the line on the top, which is

thought to be closer to us.But in many cultures around the world, people aren’t surrounded by

boxes and right angles. Rather, they’re surrounded by curved, smooth shapes. Homes and

buildings often have dome-like designs, or they’re made of more pliable materials like reeds or

clay. And when people walk outside their homes, they don’t stroll along sidewalks with

lampposts (making right angles). They move through nature. Lots and lots of nature—trees,

plants, animals, and terrain. And nature isn’t so into right angles. Nature loves curves.So when

a San woman in the Kalahari Desert looks at the two lines of the Müller-Lyer illusion on a piece

of paper, she isn’t tricked by the arrowheads. Her brain doesn’t automatically jump to the

conclusion that these lines represent 3D edges of boxes. Instead, she simply sees what’s

actually drawn on the page: two lines of equal length.By running the Müller-Lyer test on diverse

cultures, the researchers exposed a massive fissure in psychology’s foundation. Their findings

showed that the culture and the environment you grow up in can profoundly shape basic brain

functions, such as visual perception.If that’s true, then how else could culture change our



brains? What other “human universals” or “general principles” in psychology are actually not

universal at all, but rather unique to Western culture—consequences of living in and being

raised in a particularly WEIRD environment?Another way to put this idea: If being a member of

a culture distorts something as simple as the way we view two black lines on a page, how

might our culture be influencing more complex psychological processes? What could it be

doing to our parenting philosophy or to the way we view children’s behavior? What if some of

the ideas we think of as “universals” when it comes to raising children are actually “optical

illusions” created by our culture?After returning home from the Maya village in the Yucatán, I

felt so motivated and energized about parenting. For the first time in years I felt hopeful. I

thought that—maybe, just maybe—I could figure out this parenting thing after all, that I could

not only tame the wild hyena in our home, but also teach her to be helpful and respectful. The

prospect made me giddy.So I started to do what I do best: research. I wanted to learn as much

as possible about the Maya parents’ approach to raising children. I dug into the scientific

literature, talked to scientists, and read academic books. I also took a long, hard look at

contemporary parenting books.I became frustrated almost immediately: I could barely find any

information about Maya child-rearing in popular parenting books. As a matter of fact, I

struggled to find any information at all about parenting styles in non-Western cultures. In rare

cases when parenting books did mention practices from other cultures, they treated such

knowledge more like an intellectual curiosity than as valuable information that could really help

struggling moms and dads.That’s when I recognized the massive gap in parenting advice

today. We hear almost exclusively from the Western perspective for guidance and instruction.

So many voices and viewpoints are missing. And yet, when it comes to understanding what

babies need to sleep, how young kids operate, and what to do when a toddler is lying

facedown on the sidewalk (just asking for a friend), the Western world might not be the best

place to look for answers.For starters, Western culture is relatively new at raising children. On

the world parenting stage, we’re the ingenues. Many of our methods have been around for only

a hundred years or so—in some cases, only a few decades. These practices have not, by any

means, “stood the test of time.” Oftentimes, our advice flip-flops so quickly from one generation

to the next, it’s dizzying. Take, for instance, the recommended sleep position for a baby. When

my mom gave birth, doctors told her to place newborn Michaeleen on her belly for sleeping.

Today that advice would be considered incredibly dangerous, even negligent, since putting

newborns to sleep on their stomachs was eventually shown to increase the risk of sudden

infant death syndrome (SIDS).On top of that, when you compare Western parenting strategies

to those found around the world—and across human history—many times what we do is quite

WEIRD.Long before Joe, Steve, and Ara published their landmark study, crowning the West the

WEIRDest culture of the world, anthropologist David Lancy was wondering if the same was

true about our parenting. Is our approach the exception? Are we the outliers?David worked for

decades to analyze anthropological data, ethnographic descriptions, and historical records,

and concluded that the answer was a resounding yes! Many common practices—which we

believe are essential or critical for raising children—aren’t present in any other cultures around

the world—or have begun to emerge only in recent times. “The list of differences is really, really

long,” David tells me. He summarizes these contrasts in his landmark book, The Anthropology

of Childhood: Cherubs, Chattel, Changelings. “There may be forty to fifty things that we do that

you don’t see in other cultures.”For example, is praise the best way to motivate children? Is it

the parents’ job to constantly stimulate and entertain children? Are words the ideal way to

communicate with young kids? Are verbal instructions truly the best to teach children? Many of

these Western ideas actually make parenting harder, and they frequently go against the natural



instincts of children, David said.Take, for instance, the nuclear family. In Western culture,

there’s a general belief that the ideal family structure consists of one mom, one dad, and their

young children, living together under one roof. And to make that structure even more ideal,

some might say, the mom stays home and devotes her full attention to childcare. That is most

“traditional,” right?INot so in the slightest. If you look around the world—and investigate human

history—you’ll find that the nuclear family (and a mom whose sole job is parenting) is arguably

one of the most nontraditional structures out there. For 99.9 percent of the time humans have

been on earth, the nuclear family simply didn’t exist. “It’s a family structure that’s been around

for a tiny pinprick in human history,” says historian John Gillis, at Rutgers University, who has

been studying the evolution of Western families for more than thirty years. “It isn’t old. It isn’t

traditional. It doesn’t have any real roots in the past.”And it’s definitely not how human children

have evolved to be raised. The nuclear family lacks key teachers in a child’s life. For hundreds

of thousands of years, parenting was a multigenerational affair. Kids evolved to learn from a

bunch of different people of all ages—great-grandparents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, family

friends, neighbors, cousins, and all the children that tag along with them.Over the past

thousand years or so, the Western family has slowly shrunk down from a multigenerational

smorgasbord to a tiny amuse-bouche, consisting solely of Ma, Pa, two kids, and maybe a dog

or a cat. We not only lost Grandma, Grandpa, Auntie Fay, and Uncle Bill in the home, but also

nanny Lena, cook Dan, and a whole slew of neighbors and visitors just hanging around the

front porch or sleeping on the couch. Once these people disappeared from the home, most of

the parenting burden fell on Mom and Dad.As a result, for the first time in human history, moms

and dads are suddenly doing this crazy-hard thing, called parenting, all by themselves (or even

solo). “The idea of two people taking care of a child by themselves, it’s just absurd. Totally

absurd,” John adds. “Two people are doing all the work of what multiple people are charged to

do.”David Lancy likens this parenting approach to what happens when a blizzard traps a mom

and a child in a house, alone. The isolation forces the mother to be the only playmate for the

child—to be the only source of love, social connection, entertainment, and stimulation. These

conditions can lead to tension and exhaustion. “There is every reason to believe that modern

living conditions in which infants and toddlers are isolated from peers in single-parent or

nuclear households produce a parallel effect,” David wrote in his book.All this isolation—this

trapping our families in virtual blizzards—has probably not been so good for the mental health

of parents and children. Many psychologists whom I spoke with think the erosion of the

extended family is a root cause for the high rates of postpartum depression in the U.S., as well

as the rising epidemic of anxiety and depression among children and teenagers. Moms, dads,

and kids are simply lonely.This isolation has yet another harmful repercussion: moms and dads

have also lost their advisers. And we may have forgotten how important these advisers are.In

Western culture, we tend to think of motherhood as “an instinct that comes as naturally to

women as the sex drive does to men,” John Gillis writes in his book A World of Their Own

Making. But in reality, parenting is a learned skill. And the traditional sources of knowledge are

the women and men who have already raised a few whippersnappers themselves—the

grandmas, grandpas, aunties, uncles, and nosy, helpful neighbors. Once the older generations

disappeared from the home, so did their parenting knowledge and skills. New moms and dads

are now left on their own to figure out the basics of parenting, such as how to help a baby to

sleep through the night, soothe a toddler through a tantrum, and teach a big sister to love her

new brother, not hit him.The result today is a mom who’s stuck between a rock and an

UPPAbaby stroller: she bears more of the parenting duty now than ever before in history, and

yet she is the least prepared for the job.“Never have mothers been so burdened by



motherhood,” John concludes.Little wonder, then, I’m exhausted on Sunday afternoons after

spending the weekend with Rosy. For two days straight, I’ve been doing the job of about three

to four people. I’m not just her mom, but also her grandma, a cousin, and an older sibling. And

to top it all off, I’m pretty much winging it.In other words, the creation of the nuclear family

remodeled how we parent, but also how we learn to parent. Goodbye, Grandma. Goodbye,

Aunt Carol. And goodbye parenting knowledge, skills, and extra arms for holding, cooking, and

rubbing little backs at bedtime. Hello isolation, exhaustion, and stress.I. When you read this,

depending on your background, you might think that the idea of a mom at home sounds

antiquated. But even just a little more than fourteen years ago, 41 percent of people thought

moms working outside the home was harmful to society, the Pew Research Center reported in

2007.Why am I such a WEIRD parent?After learning about how WEIRD-ly I parent, I couldn’t

shake the idea that there must be an underlying reason. Of course, for something as complex

as parenting, there are many reasons. But still I wondered if one keystone event may have

triggered an avalanche of changes in Western culture—and, eventually, over hundreds of

years, led us parents into the exhausted, stressed-out state we now call motherhood and

fatherhood.So for months, I called up countless historians and psychologists and asked them

the same question: Why is our parenting so WEIRD?Each person gave me a different answer:

the Age of Enlightenment, capitalism, the Industrial Revolution, reduced child mortality, fewer

children per family, our love of privacy.Clearly the answer is multifaceted.But then I called up

Joe Henrich, one of the three psychologists who coined the term WEIRD. And boy, did his

answer surprise me. “Well, I’m actually writing a book, called WEIRD, which tries to explain

how Westerners became so psychologically strange,” he said. “The key actually has to do with

the Catholic Church.”“What? How?”Over the next twenty minutes, Joe explained fascinating

findings from his new study.A few thousand years ago, families in Europe looked a lot like they

do in many other cultures today: big, multigenerational, and close-knit. Families’ homes were

porous structures where relatives, servants, workers, regular old neighbors, and friends flowed

in and out, without much fuss.At the same time, kids enjoyed a huge amount of autonomy. The

giant family structure formed a protective shell around toddlers and children. Mom and Dad

didn’t need to hover over them because some other adult—or a highly capable and caring

older child—was always close by to help. As a result, children in the Middle Ages (and

throughout most of Western history) lived largely free from adult instructions and directions,

from about age six onward. They may have had obligations and responsibilities in the home,

but by and large, they made up their own rules and decided for themselves what to do each

day.Yet parents still regulated one essential aspect of their children’s lives: marriage. Although

that idea might make you cringe a bit, bear with me for a moment, because the parents had a

compelling reason for this involvement.In many instances, parents strongly encouraged (or

coaxed) their children to marry someone close to the family; for example, a distant cousin, a

relative to an in-law, or a god-relative, Joe said. People considered these marriages “within a

family,” but in the majority of cases, there was no “biological” reason to prohibit these

marriages. The bride and groom weren’t related by blood or weren’t closely related enough to

cause health problems due to inbreeding.These marriages served a crucial purpose. They

formed a type of thread that held extended families together. With these yarns, families wove

colorful—and strong—tapestries. The marriages kept land and property within the clan. Over

time, the clan gained money, prestige, and power. And, perhaps more important for our

purposes, the clan provided parents with plenty of help. Families stayed large, and children

could be autonomous in a (relatively) safe way.Then, sometime around 600 AD, the Catholic

Church began tugging on this tapestry, and the tapestry began to fray.“The Catholic Church



became obsessed with incest,” Joe said—or what it called “incest.”The church began regulating

who could marry whom. To start, they prohibited first cousins from marrying each other, a

reasonable restriction because first cousins share about 12 percent of genes and inbreeding

can cause health problems.But in the seventh century, the church extended the marriage ban

to all “kinsmen,” no matter how distantly related. Fifty years later, they tacked on marriages

between god-relatives or in-laws. So for example, if your husband died, you could no longer

marry his brother (which was actually a quite common—and biologically safe—choice for

widows). The penalty for violating these laws was stiff: give us your property. By the eleventh

century, popes and kings across Europe had implemented so many marriage restrictions that

even sixth cousins couldn’t wed. Keep in mind, sixth cousins are related through 128 great-

great-great-great-great-grandparents. They share about 0.01 percent DNA. They are by no

means “related” to each other, biologically.Innumerable repercussions followed from these

laws, Joe and colleagues reported in their 2019 study. The marriage laws shattered extended

families into tiny pieces. By 1500 AD, the Western family began to look a bit like it does today.

“At least in England and probably Germany, the dominant family form is likely the nuclear

family,” Joe said.At this point, mothers and fathers still had a bunch of help raising children.

Wealthy and middle-class families hired live-in nannies, cooks, and cleaners. And poorer

families continued to live in large, extended families for centuries. But by dividing up powerful

families and clans, the church likely set off a chain reaction that shifted the way people think

and what they value. In the study, Joe and his colleagues found that the longer a community

had been exposed to the Catholic Church’s marriage restrictions, the more likely people in that

community thought like Westerners do—that is, they valued individualism, nonconformity, and

other psychological traits unique to the West.We don’t know for sure that the Catholic Church

is a key reason why Western parents are so WEIRD. Just because the two changes are linked

together through time and space doesn’t mean one caused the other. And some of our

strangest parenting practices have actually arisen quite recently. But if you think about it, you

can definitely see how shrinking down the extended family could play a large part in sowing the

intense individualism we see in WEIRD societies—and radically change how we treat

children.When you grow up in a big, extended family, you have a bunch of obligations and

responsibilities to others. You have to look after a younger sibling, help an ailing grandma, or fix

meals for your cousins. You have to accommodate others’ needs. And you have to go with the

flow. Your individual needs take a back seat to socializing and cooperation. You’re a little fish in

a crowded, interconnected pond. When the family sits down to eat, everyone eats the same

food, from the same pot. There’s no other way.Now, when we whittle down the family to two

married adults and two kids, many of these obligations fly out the window. Cooperation isn’t as

necessary. Privacy abounds. We lose the skills required to deal with and accommodate others.

We have time and room for individual needs and preferences. Eventually, over hundreds of

years, you end up with a situation like the one we have at our house some nights: at the dinner

table, everyone eats a different dish, with a different sauce to go on that dish, and everyone

has a unique opinion about how that dish should be prepared and eaten. Individualism reigns

supreme. And kids—holy cow!—can become really overbearing.CHAPTER 2Why Do We

Parent the Way We Do?When Rosy was about six months old, I brought her to the pediatrician

with my husband, Matt, for her checkup and vaccines. At the end of the appointment, the

doctor gave us this handy chart with a list of “action items” to help the little pork bun develop

and grow. The chart included information about sleep training, feeding schedules, and how

important it was to talk to the baby. “Narrate everything you do,” the doctor told us. “For

example, as I wash my hands, I tell Rosy, ‘I am washing my hands now with soap and



water.’ ”“You’ll be good at that,” Matt said, looking at me. “You’re a professional talker.” And it’s

true—as a radio reporter, I can do some darn good talkin’.When we got home, I put the handy

chart on the refrigerator, and I set forth, like millions of moms and dads across the U.S., to

parent with structure, routine, and a whole lot of talking. (“Now, Rosy, I am going to open the

refrigerator door. Now I am going to bring out a bottle of wine and pour it in a glass. Now I am

going to drink the wine.”)I got this, I thought to myself. Then I stepped back from the refrigerator

and stared at the chart. Printed in black and white ink, on 8x11 paper, the chart reminded me

of something that a Human Resources representative might hand me at the end of a required

“training session.” A little seed of doubt sprouted in my mind. I started to wonder: Where did

this advice come from? Was it the best advice out there?When I first became a mom, I had this

sense that the way we parent today is the way we’ve always parented. That moms and dads

have always talked to babies and young children like we do. That we’ve always stimulated and

instructed children the way we do. We’ve always showered them with toys, trinkets, and praise.

When a three-year-old takes her plate over to the kitchen sink after dinner, parents have

always said, in a high-pitched voice, something like “Oh, fantastic! What a great helper you

are.”In other words, I assumed that the advice on the pediatrician’s chart was tried-and-true,

handed down through the generations. That in a Macedonian village hundreds of years ago,

great-great-great… great-grandmother Doucleff had held her baby and followed the same

advice that’s on the doctor’s chart.Sure, we parents have picked up a few new tips and tools

from science and medicine over the years to make our lives easier and our children healthier.

What those innovations may have lacked in historical precedence, they made up for with good

scientific data backing them.And so I believed that the advice coming from doctors and experts

today was the best guidance parents have ever received. I believed that modern moms and

dads were are all marching, en masse, toward an optimal parenting regime. One evening, a

friend of mine even flat-out said this to me: “Michaeleen, we are optimizing the optimal.”Then

about a year after I taped the doctor’s chart to our refrigerator, I stumbled upon one of the most

remarkable books I’ve ever read. I can’t remember where I found it. It’s not a bestseller. I think

it’s ranked about number 4,000 in Ebook Tops’s Baby & Toddler Parenting books. And it’s quite

dense—I spent months reading the entire book. But it was worth every minute. This book

single-handedly shifted how I thought about “parenting advice”—and our culture’s approach to

dealing with children.In the early 1980s, the British writer Christina Hardyment found herself in

a difficult predicament: she had four children under the age of six. (Four under six? Is that even

biologically possible? I shiver to imagine.) She felt overwhelmed by all the advice she heard

from doctors, journalists, and book writers. And ultimately, she became suspicious of said

advice. Hmm, she thought, just like me. Where does this knowledge come from, anyway?So

Christina undertook a massive project. She read and reviewed more than 650 parenting books

and manuals, dating all the way back to the mid-1700s; around this time, “experts” began

writing manuals for “intelligent parents,” and the field of pediatrics began to emerge as a

distinct discipline. The resulting book, called Dream Babies, traces the history of parenting

advice from John Locke in the 1600s to the rise of Bill and Martha Sears in the 1990s.The

book’s conclusion is a whopper: Much of the parenting advice out there today isn’t based on

“scientific or medical studies,” or even on traditional knowledge passed down from grandmas to

moms for centuries. Instead, a big chunk of it comes from centuries-old pamphlets—often

written by male doctors—intended for foundling hospitals, where nurses cared for dozens, even

hundreds, of abandoned babies, all at once. With these pamphlets, doctors were essentially

trying to industrialize infant care. But their publications found another hungry audience:

exhausted moms and dads. Over time, the size and scope of the doctors’ pamphlets grew.



Ultimately, they morphed into the advice books we have today, which are “swollen descendants

of terse little booklets written by eighteenth-century doctors for the use of nurses in the

foundling hospitals,” Christina wrote. “Techniques of handling children have not made the

steady progress toward improvement that some historians of childhood assert,” but instead

“they have always been tailored, sometimes attractively, sometimes unpleasantly, to suit the

times.”Take, for instance, the idea that babies need to feed on a particular schedule—every two

hours, as my pediatrician told me. That advice dates back at least to 1748, when Dr. William

Cadogan penned an essay for the nurses at Coram’s Foundling Hospital in London—a hospital

that admitted nearly a hundred babies each day. Clearly, the staff at Coram couldn’t feed (or

even hug) so many babies whenever they cried (or “on demand,” as we say). And so the doctor

recommended four feedings a day, decreasing to two or three after three months. Initially a war

doctor, William had turned to pediatrics after the birth of his daughter in 1746. And he came to

the pediatric field with some misogynistic views of parenting: “It is with great Pleasure I see at

last the Preservation of Children become the Care of Men of Sense. In my opinion, this

Business has been too long fatally left to the management of Women, who cannot be

supposed to have a proper Knowledge to fit them for the Task.” (Never mind the fact that

women had been fit for the task for millennia in Europe and two hundred thousand years

elsewhere.)A few decades after William published his recommendation for feeding schedules,

doctors began offering up advice about babies’ sleep—and their predilection for forming “bad

habits.” In 1848, Dr. John Ticker Conquest completely disregarded tens of thousands of years

of history and warned mothers not to rock babies to sleep lest they become addicted to it. A

rocker, he wrote, was an apparatus “contrived and at one time made use of to subdue furious

lunatics.” Experts also started recommending that babies physically separate from moms at

night, and even stop nursing. “Although the baby’s instinctive craving for its mother’s presence

was recognized, it was more important to ingrain it with the convenient habit of sleeping alone

in a cot,” Christina wrote.And sleep training? Guess who proposed that unique technique?

Why, a surgeon-turned-sportswriter, of course, who wrote under the pseudonym Stonehenge. If

babies “are left to go to sleep in their cots, and allowed to find out that they do not get their way

by crying, they at once become reconciled, and after a short time will go to bed even more

readily in the cot than on the lap,” Dr. John Henry Walsh wrote in his Manual of Domestic

Economy in 1857. Besides doling out advice on infant sleep, John Henry also authored several

books about guns, including The Shot-Gun and Sporting Rifle and The Modern Sportsman’s

Gun and Rifle. (And he lost a big chunk of his left hand one day when a gun exploded in his

grasp.)In the end, these doctors’ advice books shifted how parents viewed children’s sleep. For

the first time, babies and kids no longer went to sleep when they were tired and woke up when

they were rested. Instead, parents were now required to control, regulate, and time children’s

sleep, just like they did with a turkey roasting in the oven. Suddenly, there were all these rules

and requirements about sleep, which didn’t exist before. Parents became the sleep police.

“Bedtime was now an opportunity to show who was boss,” Christina wrote. Eventually, rules for

sleep morphed into a moral issue: If your kids aren’t sleeping at optimal times, for an optimal

amount each day, then not only are you a bad parent, but look out! Your children are going to

have problems later in life—problems in school, problems getting a job, problems… Well, just

problems. Lots of problems.I came away from reading Christina’s book with a new perspective

on the chart on the fridge. I no longer believe that Western parents today have the best advice,

honed through centuries of experience and further refined by science. We are not executing

optimal parenting. That idea couldn’t be further from the truth. D’oh.But rather, in many cases,

we have the first advice printed on a page, no matter how ineffective that advice is. “Bedtime



routines, bedtime routines, bedtime routines!” I hear from every direction, from my girlfriends to

my pediatrician. But if bedtime routines work so well, then why does my home sound like a war

zone at eight p.m. each night? And why has a book called Go the F**k to Sleep sold millions of

copies in the past decade or so?In fact, if you take a close look at many linchpins of modern

Western parenting, you’ll find surprisingly flimsy origin stories. These customs didn’t catch on

by proving to be effective or good for children, but rather because of timing and product

placement.Over the past 150 years, Western parents have picked up three practices that have

become cornerstones of our relationships with children. They are things that we think we have

to do and also what we do without thinking. When you look at how these practices first came

about, you find a repeating pattern.No. 1: Thingamajig ApocalypseTake, for instance, the

plethora of pink, lime, and powder-blue thingamajigs piled up in the corner of our living room—

those hundred or so plastic objects that I end up cleaning up each night. Yes, I am talking

about toys (Legos and Magna-Tiles specifically). I give Rosy Legos because I think that they’ll

help her grow and develop cognitively, and because I want to keep her busy. But no scientific

evidence has proven that children need these doodads. In fact, there’s a strong possibility that

Rosy would fare better in college, at her future job—heck, even in life, generally—without

having a constant stream of new toys cluttering our home.So why do I feel the need to provide

Rosy with ABC train puzzles, fake tea sets, and wooden fruit she can “cut” with a fake wooden

knife? Why do these items take up precious space in our cramped San Francisco condo?The

answer has more to do with the Industrial Revolution—and burgeoning consumerism—than it

does with cognitive science or child development.Back in the early 1800s, all kids in the U.S.

pretty much played in the same way—no matter if they were rich, poor, or somewhere in

between, they didn’t have toys in their homes. Instead, they did what kids have done for two

hundred thousand years: they created their own toys with objects they found around the house

or outside. “A lack of store-bought toys was no disadvantage,” historian Howard Chudacoff

explained in his illuminating book Children at Play: An American History. “Even in wealthy

families, informal playthings seemed more important than formal toys,” he wrote. “Connecticut-

born Caroline Stickney, daughter of a paper mill owner, cut up discarded bedsheets for doll

clothes… [while] countless boys whittled toy boats and weapons from sticks and discarded

pieces of wood, and they fashioned kites from paper, cloth, and string that they had

collected.”In the mid-1800s, a new idea in psychology emerged and collided with the Industrial

Revolution—and Western children have never played the same way again. Parenting experts

began advocating for the “use of blocks, in school and at home, to teach values of order as well

as building skills,” and for the use of “board games to enhance powers of planning and order,”

Howard wrote.A few decades later, the Industrial Revolution ushered in countless new ways to

produce toys, dolls, puzzles, and books—in bulk. Never before were children’s trinkets cheaper

to produce or more appealing to children. Toys were more colorful; dolls were more lifelike; and

both were more widely advertised to eager parents who had more disposable income in their

pockets. At the same time, psychologists began to think that play was important for children’s

development. They advised parents to encourage children to play instead of helping with

chores or the family business.The end result was an explosion of toys in middle-class homes.

“Good parents” no longer let children build their own toys from sheets and wood, but diligently

showered them with the latest manufactured version of kites, weapons, dolls, and fake food.

Toys, once thought to be completely unnecessary, were now deemed essential. And play, once

considered the “devil’s workshop,” was now healthy and desirable.Remarkably, you see this

same pattern repeating again and again in key aspects of Western parenting. A practice comes

along at the right time in history; it becomes overhyped by the media, psychologists,



pediatricians, public health experts, or all four combined; and then its importance is amplified

by a product you must buy or a scary self-help book you must read. The practice infiltrates our

homes, schools, churches, and health facilities, and eventually becomes so baked into the

fabric of parenting that we hardly even realize it exists.Nothing could be more true than for the

second “cornerstone” of parenting—what I think of as “Learn-a-palooza.”No. 2: Learn-a-

paloozaThis idea has been simmering in Western culture for about a century, but in the 1950s,

it shot off like a rocket.On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union shocked the world by successfully

launching Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite, into Earth’s orbit. The achievement hit “like a

spitball in the eyes of American child-raising experts, educators, and Cold War propagandists,”

journalists Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English wrote in their book, For Her Own Good:

Two Centuries of the Experts’ Advice to Women. A chorus of authorities blamed American

parents for lacking the savvy of Soviet parents, who had clearly been raising their young to

surpass American children in innovation and academics—“at least some of them [Russian

children] were more creatively daring and imaginative than their American

counterparts.”Sputnik 1 generated an almost instantaneous national mood of panic and alarm.

American children were falling behind Russian kids, and if democracy and free will were to

survive, gosh darn it, America’s youth—from babies to teenagers—needed to learn faster,

learn more, and learn earlier. “Johnny had better learn to read… or we may wind up in a world

where no English is written anymore,” a public service announcement asserted in Newsweek

and Reader’s Digest shortly after the satellite’s launch.And guess who suddenly bore the

burden of teaching three-year-old Johnny to read? The mother, of course. “It was her job to

keep the child’s sensory apparatus employed full-time,” Barbara and Deirdre wrote. Mothers

“were [now] supposed to keep the environment challenging, noisy, colorful, and ever-

changing.”As a parent, it was no longer enough to make cookies with your four-year-old son,

you also had to give him a math lesson on fractions. Every walk in the woods became a

science exercise. Every story before bed became a chance to quiz the child on vocabulary.

Every moment became a chance for mommy or daddy to stimulate the child; the more the

better. And if you don’t, not only will the Reds take over the world, but little Johnny won’t get

into college.In the 1960s, parenting experts used guilt, shame, and fear to charge American

parents with a new task: stimulate, instruct, and teach children, at every moment. This high-

energy, high-talking approach stuck like superglue in American culture. We take the practice for

granted. Of course that dad is giving that toddler a full physics lecture at the playground. Of

course I started reading to Rosy when she was two months old and continue to now, when

she’s three years old. Of course we have 143 children’s books in our house. That’s not just

normal. It’s beneficial. It’s optimal.It’s also exhausting (for moms, dads, and kids alike). And it’s

still not enough. Because on top of stimulation and lectures, we need to do something else—

constantly.No. 3: Praise. Praise. And More PraiseToward the end of the twentieth century,

society gave overworked parents yet another responsibility. And this one was a real

doozy.Praise is so ubiquitous around children today that you almost don’t notice it. But if you

pay attention (and even start to count it), it’s almost unbelievable how much praise everyone

showers on young children. We’ll visit the post office and Rosy will put a stamp on a letter, and

the man behind the counter will act as if she just negotiated peace in the Middle East.

“Amazing! You put the stamp on the letter? What an incredible helper you are.”Truth is, I praise

Rosy without even thinking about it. “Oh wow, you drew an R! Beautiful.” “Good job putting that

fork on the table.” “You put your shoes on! Happy dance time.” “You drew a heart! What an

amazing artist you are!” The list goes on and on and on.Why do I do this? Because in the

1980s and ’90s, books, magazine articles, psychologists, and pediatricians began telling



parents that if they didn’t praise children, ad nauseam, something horrible would happen: we

would hurt their budding self-esteem.Defining the term “self-esteem” is a matter for another

book. But let’s just put it this way: Self-esteem is a cultural creation, not a human universal. The

concept percolated through American popular culture during the 1960s, then took over our

minds, schools, and homes with a rip-roaring vengeance a couple of decades later (when it

became a keystone of the multibillion-dollar self-help industry). Western culture is likely the

only place where the concept of “self-esteem” exists—and we are definitely the only culture

that requires parents to maintain and cultivate it in their children. In America, parents are made

to feel like they must nurture a “healthy” sense of self-esteem in their children, else their

children could suffer from all types of social and emotional problems, including failure at

school, alcohol and drug abuse, crime, violence, and even teenage pregnancy.But when you

actually look at the data connecting poor self-esteem with all these problems, the studies come

up appallingly shorthanded. Causal connections are slim, shoddy, or nonexistent.

Nevertheless, lack of evidence didn’t stop experts from telling parents how to prevent such a

dreadful future from befalling their children. They recommended a surprisingly simple measure:

give children enormous praise and ignore their mistakes. “Parents were told to praise their

young children at every opportunity, to criticize sparingly, to handle discipline with care lest self-

esteem be damaged, to invite self-expression, and to encourage children to try new things,”

psychologists Peggy Miller and Grace Cho wrote in their mind-blowing book, Self-Esteem in

Time and Place, published in 2017.
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Bookworm, “Absolutely transformational for our family life. Ooo, this book was soooo good that

I have too much to say and not enough time to write it all! I’m excited to be the first reviewer to

have already put these parenting strategies into action and say—yes, this works! My six year

old is cooking and cleaning, and she is more peaceful and even sleeping better than she has

been in years. Even the baby is happy because we are including him in everything we do as a

family.I was able to do get these results so quickly because I was already many months into

implementing a complementary educational philosophy (Montessori) at home. Hunt Gather

Parent gave me some of the context I was missing to make phenomenal changes in my

household in literally just a few days. This is an important book for parents, grandparents,

nannies and other caregivers. This knowledge is desperately needed in the US today!So as the

book jacket explains, this is the story of an American mom, Michaeleen Doucleff, who brings

her three year old daughter Rosy along with her as she lives and learns about parenting with

families from three indigenous populations—the Maya in Yucatan, the Inuit in the Arctic circle

and the Hadzabe in Tanzania. The book is rich with first-person anecdotes from each of these

settings, populated by realistic portraits of the people she encountered. I loved learning about

each group, and I wanted to read more, more, more about the families she met and the

experiences she had.The book also weaves in a ton of scientific research and many of the

author’s original interviews with anthropologists (I admit I gave the book a lot more credit once

I looked at the notes and realized a lot of the interviews were her own original work). There is

some interesting historical parenting perspective in the first two chapters that upends much of

our current thinking about raising children.As well, the author was generous in her willingness

to share the darker, cringe-worthier parts of her own parenting journey. I think just about any

parent reading this book will recognize parts of their own parent-child relationships in this! But

never fear, there is help on the way, as Michaeleen shares many macro and micro tips and

tools for finding a completely new way of relating to our children. A very high level recap of

some of her main points:--Include children in every aspect of adult life, including housework,

cooking and other day-to-day work, and the children will be happier, calmer and naturally

helpful.--React with peace and gentleness to children. Respond to misbehavior by ignoring,

redirecting, modeling, encouraging, and other kind educational methods.--Give children

autonomy in a safe way that builds both their confidence and their feeling of responsibility to

their family and community.I really appreciated that Michaeleen was able to identify some

“universal parenting strategies” because I agree with her that finding commonalities among

cultures is the way to find what truly works. I think all parents everywhere want the same

things, right? For their children to be healthy and fulfilled, and for the relationship among family

members to be supportive and rewarding.And yet many of us in the U.S. (and probably

Canada, Australia and U.K. as well), have completely lost our parenting compass. We don’t

even necessarily know what values we want to transmit to our children, let alone how to

transmit them and nurture the behaviors that support them. Do we want to encourage

independence or interdependence? Peer social skills or family ties? Shouldering responsibility

or following your bliss? As parents, do we want to be our kids’ friends or their leaders?The

indigenous families interviewed by Michaeleen seem to have settled on the perfect middle

ground among all these ideas. Their children are confident, sociable and emotionally mature.



They definitely come across as happy and content. The parents seem to genuinely enjoy the

company of their children, yet the parents have their own lives and aren’t at all slaves to their

children’s whims.Now, as for my own parenting journey…I have been on this path for a few

years to try to remake our family life and my relationship to our older child. I have read and

implemented some of the best of other cross-cultural parenting books that have come out in

the past handful of years, including about the French, Danes, and Japanese. Those books

were wonderful and do not fundamentally contradict what Hunt, Gather, Parent describes. It’s

just that those books failed to mention some of the underlying concepts which are also

practiced in France, Japan and Scandanavia—things like family togetherness.As well, I have

been reading books by Maria Monthessori and her disciples and implementing them in our

home for about 6 months. Montessori provides a more detailed and comprehensive method

than Hunt Gether Parent for introducing children of all ages to the work of daily life, as well as

to the important concept of modifying the manmade environment (ie. The home) to ease

children’s anxiety and increase their feelings of success.Importantly, Maria Montessori

describes child development in her books and explains how the evolutionary purpose of

childhood is basically to follow around adults and older children so the developing child can

learn how to act, move and speak like others of their group, thus adapting to their culture,

environment and time. This is how an Inuit child grows up to know how to live off the harsh

lands of the Arctic, and how an American child grows up to know how to drive a car, shop at

the supermarket and earn an income through gainful employment. Montessori describes how

children have a developmental need to contribute to their communities and families, and how

they will become demanding, possessive, clingy or otherwise maladapted if this developmental

need is thwarted.Montessori has been incredible for our family and has completely changed

our family life! Using the Montessori method of breaking jobs into subtasks and teaching by

modeling rather than correcting, our 6 year old had already assumed a range of responsibilities

from helping to prepare meals and clean up afterward, doing her own laundry, washing her

hair, and many others. She was SO MUCH happier and confident after we taught her these

jobs, we couldn’t believe it. And as Michaeleen notes in Hunt Gather Parent, we were

continually surprised by her physical abilities, such as carrying a laundry basket full of laundry

up a flight of stairs all by herself!However, our child was still clingy and demanding. She had

difficulty concentrating and talked compulsively All. Day. Long. Enter the answer to my fervent

asking…Michaeleen Doucleff’s Hunt, Gather, Parent. One of the wonderful ideas from this

book we implemented immediately was the Family Membership Card—which essentially says

children need to eat, work, play and do everything else ALONGSIDE the other members of

their family. Whereas before our daughter had her own jobs to complete, now I suggested we

do all jobs together. And she loves it! Using this tool and some of the others from the book,

after just a few days she is already calmer and more focused. I enjoy her company more than I

have since she turned two! And our baby is getting more attention because there isn't so much

idle chatter in the house. The transformation for our entire family has been wonderful, and I

assume this is only the beginning for us!To those parents who, like me, are looking for a better

way to relate to their children and manage their family lives, I think you will find many ideas in

this book. But change takes time if you are just starting this journey. Be patient with your

children and spouse, and especially with yourself. Little by little, things will fall into place.To the

author…thank you for writing this book! I can tell it was an act of love, and you deserve many

rewards in return. I wish all parents and children everywhere love, peace and blessings.”

James Magdanz, “Rings True to Me... (With Update). Everything I have heard the author say on



NPR about the Iñuit rings true to my own experiences. More than 40 years ago, I met 16 young

Iñuit children, was amazed by their calm maturity, and moved to their village in Arctic Alaska

(with the village council's permission). Our children lived among the Iñuit from birth until they

left for college. I coached our sons' mostly Iñuit youth softball teams for a decade. We lost more

often than not, but not ONCE did a parent complain to me about our team's performance or my

coaching. I can think of no better place in the world to raise a child. I've pre-ordered the book.

When I've had a chance to read it, I'll update my review.----------------I have read the book, and I

like it.This is the story of smart, sensitive, frustrated 3-year-old girl (Rosy) who tries to reform

her smart, hard-charging, professional, angry, and clueless mother into an adult who will listen,

understand, free her daughter from near constant oppression, and let go of the tensions driving

them apart. The mother (author Michealeen Doucleef) is a slow learner burdened by her own

childhood experiences, but also self-aware and resourceful. Their emotional and geographic

journey follows a happy and instructive path. Way to go Rosy!Doucleef – a self-confessed

terrible parent – had the brilliant idea of turning her obvious parenting failures into a book

project, both to satisfy her deep curiosity about Indigenous parenting and to finance her own

reformation. Through determination and with lots of help, she gradually works her way back to

solid parenting ground, learning lessons that should benefit anyone willing to journey with her.

Doucleef has a self-deprecating nature that Iñuit admire, but at times her self-deprecation

seems to me more like a literary device than true humility. I can live with that.Doucleef’s

unexpected encounter with Chubby Mata (p. 216-217 in the first edition) moved me to tears. If

you don’t know about Jean Briggs and Chubby Mata, then the encounter won’t have the same

effect on you, but that’s OK. I am not surprised that Mata’s family loved Jean Briggs. For me,

Doucleef's encounter not only increased my already considerable respect for Jean Briggs, but

it muted criticism Doucleef is getting for misrepresenting Indigenous people. For decades, I

have recommended Jean Briggs’ books and papers to newcomers to rural Alaska. I plan to

recommend Doucleef’s book, too, especially to clueless elementary school teachers from the

Lower 48 facing their first Iñuit classroom. Some get it, some don’t. I hope an adult Rosy, like

Chubby Mata here, is able to report back to us on what it was like living with the childish

version of Michaeleen.There have been a few negative reviews, here and elsewhere. To get a

sense of the problem, one Amazon reviewer recommended Rebecca Onion’s review of Hunt,

Gather, Parent in Slate, so I read it. I also read Shannon Withycombe’s Twitter blasts. Here is

my take.Doucleef does not ignore the science nor the modernization of Indigenous societies.

Readable scientific diversions are embedded throughout the book (for an example, see p.

236-239 in the first edition) and referenced in 15 pages of endnotes. It is not that Doucleef

ignored the science, it’s just that she didn’t adopt the perspectives that Onion and Withycombe

prefer. This happens all the time in science, and it’s healthy. Criticism is what academics do at

conferences and in journals. They battle over ideas, over perspectives, and over who should

get credit. A PhD chemist (Doucleef) who dares tread on cultural anthropology or early

childhood education is going to get hammered, especially if they write a popular book. Very few

psychologists, anthropologists, or journalists live among Indigenous people for very long, not

even superb anthropologists like Jean Briggs. Academics and journalists live in cities because

that’s where the money is. Like Doucleef, they do intermittent field work. Like Doucleef, many

are fascinated with Indigenous people. Academics butter their bread with theories and papers

that they hope will win grants, lure graduate students, and get them tenure. Academics

advance their careers through production and publication just as journalists do.Doucleef is not

writing for academics. She is writing for parents who are at their wits end. Consider the

academic bickering if you will, but don’t ignore Doucleef because of it. For those who wonder



about my credentials, I am an interdisciplinary PhD trained by anthropologists, biologists,

ecologists, and economists. My undergraduate degree was a Bachelor of Journalism. I also

lived and worked in small Alaskan Iñuit communities for 30 years. As I said in my initial note,

we raised our children among the Iñuit.Had Doucleef shared authorship and editorial control

with some of her key respondents (not a bad idea!), this book might have been even better,

and would have been an example of the “co-production of knowledge.” Her current critics

probably would have been silent.”

Sylvia, “Mindblowing must-read for every parent. This book has been my companion for the last

2 weeks. Whenever possible I read a few pages and I just finished it. Someone in an

unschooling Facebook group recommended it so and I ordered it, not really knowing what

exactly it was about.When I read the first few pages where the author explains the constant

fights with her 3 year old, not knowing how to deal with tantrums etc I thought ‘Been there,

done that!’ and ‘I’ve been reading parenting books non stop for the last 5+ years and I know

how to handle tantrums in a gentle and effective way’ So I was going to just give it to a ‘new’

parent who needed this sort of advice.But a book has to be really bad for me to not finish it

(just like food haha) so I continued reading because I enjoyed the writing style…Turns out, this

book is MINDBLOWING and every page I turned made me realize I didn’t know s*it about what

REALLY works and is best for a child and the whole family. Every chapter showed me things I

didn’t know and taught me lessons I put into practice right away AND THEY WORK! In the past

2 weeks I’ve improved more as a person and parent than in the last 5 years! Parenting can be

SO EASY if you know how…I am not kidding you when I say that this is one of THE BEST

parenting books out there and I think every person who’s got children or is expecting a baby

needs to read it!Thank you MichaeleenYou’ve done an absolutely amazing job at writing this

book and I will read it over and over again until I’ve internalized and mastered every word of

advise with my own family!”

Tom Everitt, “Great book, full of insight and practical advice. I'm only halfway through, but this is

definitely one the best parenting books I've read. It's we'll reseached, clearly written, and full of

illuminating examples. The advice is concrete, non-obvious, and usefully connected both to her

own experience and to modern psychology and anthropology research.Highly recommend!”

Uju A., “A game changer. Wow I wish I’d had this book when my kids were younger. It’s such a

relief to read a parenting book that isn’t riddled with rules and expectations but offers a

generous and personally tested model for raising children. There’s so much common sense

here as well as ancient wisdom and it’s beautifully narrated. A wonderful book that I will

recommend to anyone on this messy, miraculous journey of bringing up humans.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting, well written and full of sense. I've never left a book review

before but I felt compelled to leave one for this. It's a brilliantly researched, well put together,

interesting book that goes beyond most parenting manuals.I love how she weaves the story of

her own journey through mothering into the book and gives practical, well-thought-out

examples of how to use her research in the real world. I'll be recommending it to all my parent

friends and all I can do is hope her techniques work on my spirited one-year-old!”

The book by Michaeleen Doucleff has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 1,826 people have provided

feedback.
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